ABSTRACT Cross-domain image matching, which investigates the problem of searching images across different visual domains such as photo, sketch, or painting, has attracted intensive attention in computer vision due to its widespread application. Unlike intra-domain matching, cross-domain images appear quite different in various characteristics. This leads to the failure of most existing approaches. However, the great difference between cross-domain images is just like the huge gap between English and Chinese. The two languages are linked up by an English-Chinese translation dictionary. Inspired by this idea, in this paper, we purpose a novel visual vocabulary translator for cross-domain image matching. This translator consists of two main modules: one is a pair of vocabulary trees which can be regarded as the codebooks in their respective fields, whereas the other is the index file based on cross-domain image pair. Through such a translator, a feature from one visual domain can be translated into another. The proposed algorithm is extensively evaluated on two kinds of cross-domain matching tasks, i.e., photo-to-sketch matching and photo-to-painting matching. Experimental results demonstrate that the effectiveness and efficiency of the visual vocabulary translator. And by employing this translator, the proposed algorithm achieves satisfactory performance in different matching systems. Furthermore, our work shows great potential in multiple visual domains.
I. INTRODUCTION
The popularity of the imaging equipment has caused an exponential increase in the type and quantity of image. Cross-domain image matching is to study how to make full use of these image resources by matching image across different visual domains. For example, using a real photograph to find a similar sketch or painting (shown in Fig. 1 ). Due to its widespread application prospects, including object detection and recognition [1] , [2] , scene matching [3] , and multi-sensor information fusion [4] - [6] , cross-domain image matching gradually becomes a hotpot in the field of computer vision.
However, different visual domains have different methods to represent a target. The same object in different domains may show quite different in pixel level. This makes cross-domain image matching is one of the most challenging problems for the visual system. What's more, most pervious algorithms investigate matching image from the same domain, if we directly apply it to cross-domain image, these methods failed. This is because the query and database images are from different domains and there is a huge gap between them. In other words, through matching crossdomain features directly, it is not feasible to establish the relationship between two different domains. Therefore, how to find the inherent association between different domains is the key problem of cross-domain image matching.
To date, great efforts have been made to develop some methods that build a bridge to link images in different domains. One strategy is to use a common feature which is robustness in different domains [7] - [9] . Zhang et al. [10] make use of the stability of edge pixels' orientation information in sketch and photograph and propose a method which integrates contour feature and salient region. Shrivastava et al. [11] utilize the HoG (Histogram of Gradients) descriptor [12] and machine learning to extract discriminative feature which can strengthen visually important regions. The other way is to learn two projection matrices which can map raw features from two domains into a common subspace [13] , [14] . Xu et al. [15] leverage a coupled dictionary and a coupled feature mapping scheme to project the derived sparse representation of different domains into a common subspace. Wang et al. [16] employ inter-modal similarity and intra-modal similarity into a joint graph regularized subspace to better explore the local manifold structure in each domain. Although these approaches can effectively return correct images and demonstrate good results, they all require a common feature or subspace to establish the relationship between two different domains. The common subspace/feature may only show good performance in certain kind of images, and is not general. It is difficult for these methods to handle image matching across visual domains.
To tackle this problem, we consider whether the approach which is designed for the same domain can extend to crossdomain. As we know, vocabulary tree which is an extension of Bag-of-Words approach has achieved promising results in the past few years on image matching [17] . Vocabulary tree is a data structure which is produced by hierarchically clustering local descriptors. Each local feature can be coded by traversing each layer of a vocabulary tree and each image will be represented as a vector which is a list of leaf nodes. So matching result can be returned by sort the similarity of database image vectors and query vector. Any local descriptor can be used to set up a vocabulary tree and it is proven to be a computationally efficient framework [18] for large-scale image matching task. Therefore, owing to its high robustness in data matching and ability to process different kind of images, we extend it to cross-domain image matching.
Nevertheless, normal vocabulary tree framework aims to search similar image in the same domain and it is not competent for cross-domain image matching. The reasons are summarized as follows: (1) Unlike matching image from the same domain, local feature which is used to build vocabulary tree differ greatly in different domains. So a pair of query feature and database features will be quantized to different leaf nodes and then it results in mismatch. (2) One vocabulary tree cannot distinguish corresponding image from other database images. This is because some features from two different domains which are not corresponding may quite similar. What's worse, normal vocabulary tree divides the local features only by the distance between them and each leaf node. All this makes normal vocabulary tree not suitable for cross-domain image matching. But in our opinion, a vocabulary tree in visual domain just like a dictionary in language. And the feature from one position represented by two visual domain feature just like an object described in Chinese and English. The connection between two languages is established by a translation dictionary. As for cross-domain image matching, it is natural to associate that utilize a feature translation dictionary to explore the relationship between two visual domains.
In this paper, we systematically investigate the fundamental idea above and propose a novel visual vocabulary translator to achieve mutual translation between different domains for the first time. Furthermore, on the basis of this translator, we put forward a cross-domain image matching system. Concretely, the visual vocabulary translator consists of two components: a pair of vocabulary trees and the index files attached to vocabulary trees. The vocabulary trees which are the solid foundation of this translator are established by two different visual domains respectively. They can be seen as the dictionary in their own field. Afterwards, we exploit the vocabulary trees and cross-domain image pairs to create index files which connect two domains. The pixels in one cross-domain image pair are one-to-one correspondence, so their features are one-to-one match. That relationship is a bridge between different visual domains. And the visual vocabulary translator are built based on this relationship. Finally, in order to address the matching problem, we successfully apply this translator to cross-domain image matching.
The main contributions of our work can be summarized as follows:
• We propose a novel visual vocabulary translator to accomplish mutual conversion between different domains for the first time. Two different visual domains can be connected well with this translator.
• This translator builds a pair of vocabulary tree to explore the translation between different domains. Especially, we create a cross-domain image database which consists of some one-to-one image pairs. The cross-domain images from one pair are corresponding in feature. We exploit this relationship between cross-domain feature to translate image.
• Based on this visual vocabulary translator, we present a cross-domain image matching algorithm. To evaluate our approach, we apply it on two cross-domain image matching tasks: photo-to-sketch and photo-to-painting matching. In addition, to our best knowledge, the stateof-the-art databases cannot meet the requirement of accurate registration of cross-domain image pairs which is the key component for translator building. Therefore, we establish a new database and study the effectiveness of the proposed method on this database. Experimental results show that the proposed method achieves encouraging result. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II overviews related work in the field of vocabulary tree. In Section III, we propose a novel visual vocabulary translator which is established by vocabulary tree and introduce how apply it to cross-domain image matching.
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The experiment result is presented in Section IV. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section V.
II. RELATED WORK
Since our approach is based on vocabulary tree, we briefly introduce vocabulary tree in this section. At the beginning, we review the development of vocabulary tree. Then, we briefly present a few recent researches where vocabulary tree was used to match image in the same visual domain. Finally, we discuss the possibility and necessity of applying vocabulary tree for cross-domain image matching.
Work on image matching using vocabulary tree goes back to the tree-based index method which is proposed by Silpa-Anan Hartley [19] . They establish multiple KD (K-dimensional) trees with an identical dataset to increase the performance. Although the structure can successfully transform the data space into a hierarchical tree, the efficiency of this method decreases sharply when descriptor dimension is large. In 2003, Sivic and Zisserman [18] propose a matching approach with vocabulary tree. In their method, a standard flat K-means algorithm is implemented to train a vocabulary tree and experiments on large-scale database achieve great precision even if the feature descriptor dimension is high. But this method has low time efficiency of clustering due to the great deal of cluster centers. In order to deal the clustering problem, Nister and Stewenius [20] first present a hierarchical vocabulary tree. In this vocabulary tree, user can hierarchically quantize local descriptors and the vocabulary tree can efficiently cluster an enormous amount of visual words.
After the hierarchical vocabulary tree introduced, it becomes the focus of attention in image matching. Some works study the parameter or feature setting of vocabulary tree to yield high matching performance [21] , [22] . For example, Wang et al. [23] present a method which introduce the contextual weighting of local features in both descriptor and spatial domain. Many algorithms are also proposed improving the approach itself. Chen and Sheng [24] solve the problem of low recall rates by using a fuzzy quantization method and they also convert the image into vector which make it easy to measure the image similarity with each other. Philbin et al. [25] propose the AKM (Approximate K-means) algorithm at 2007. They use eight random KD-trees to build the cluster centers at the beginning of each iteration. And in 2010, Li et al. [26] optimize the method and propose RAKM (Robust Approximate K-means). They make full use of the nearest neighbor of each iteration to obtain better performance. Avrithis and Kalantidis [27] present the AGM (Approximate Gaussian Mixture) algorithm based on AKM. their method utilize both flexibility and scalability of Gaussian to build visual words.
Recently, Che et al. [28] incorporate a robust distance metric between different images, which improve the matching performance of different scale databases. Che-cun et al. [29] propose a method focused on the structure of image content instead of the detail at pixel level and they also employ a multi-level matching process which dynamically selects the most suitable constraint for matching. In 2016, Jin et al. [17] design a novel image representation based on vocabulary tree and they focus on both the spatial distribution and inter-relationship of image descriptors. Their method is faster than the state-of-the-art solution and achieves better performance in their experiments.
We can learn from these methods that vocabulary tree has great potential in image matching because of its extension on different tasks and excellent performance on various images. Therefore, we take advantage of vocabulary tree to crossdomain image matching. But these methods aim to investigate the problem of intra-domain image matching and they cannot address the matching across different domains. In this paper, we propose a visual vocabulary translator for cross-domain image matching. It differs from existing work in that we explore a pair of vocabulary trees and cross-domain image pairs to translate feature. The details of our proposed framework will be described in the next section.
III. VISUAL VOCABULARY TRANSLATOR FOR CROSS-DOMAIN IMAGE MATCHING
In this section, we first present the visual vocabulary translator building process, which is the fundamental technique in our work. And then we introduce the procedure of crossdomain image matching on the basis of this translator. Fig. 2 shows an overview of the proposed method.
A. VISUAL VOCABULARY TRANSLATOR
As Fig. 2 shows, in order to establish the relationship between two different domains for cross-domain image matching, we require three image databases for a pair of vocabulary trees building and a visual vocabulary translator training. These databases are Domain A database, Domain B database, and cross-domain image database, where Domain A and Domain B represent two different visual domains. Cross-domain image database contains a number of image pairs, each of which composes of a Domain A image and a Domain B image. The two images from one crossdomain image pair are accurately registered.
1) VOCABULARY TREE TRAINING
Let image sets DA = {A 1 , . . . , A M } is a database of M images from Domain A, and DB = {B 1 , . . . , B N } be a collection of N images in Domain B. Domain A vocabulary tree T A and Domain B vocabulary tree T B will be established by DA and DB, respectively. Similar to normal vocabulary tree building, there are two main steps.
Firstly, we extract local feature of images and represent images by feature descriptor. Inspired by [30] , we adopt Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) descriptor. The choice of SIFT feature is based on its wide application and effectiveness for image matching. At the beginning, we detect the feature points location. The keypoint detection method in [30] choose the point which is invariant to image scale and rotation. Then, we describe local feature around each keypoint by FIGURE 2. Overview of our approach. Note that Domain A and Domain B represent two different visual domains. As we can see, our approach contains two main parts: visual vocabulary translator and cross-domain image matching. In the first part, a pair of vocabulary trees and the cross-domain database are employed to establish a visual vocabulary translator. On the basis of this translator, a cross-domain image matching system is designed in the second part.
SIFT feature f = {x, u, s, θ}, which include the descriptor x ∈ R D (D = 128 is the feature dimension), location u , characteristic scale s in log domain and orientation θ. Thus, image I can be represented by a few of SIFT features I = {f 1 , . . . , f T }, where T is the number of features extracted from this image. In this way, we extract SIFT feature of all database images in DA and DB and integrate these features into two feature collections. If an image is represented by 100 features, Domain A feature collection FA and Domain B feature collection FB are denoted as
The second step is visual word learning and vocabulary tree building. We utilize hierarchical K-means (HKM) [20] to cluster SIFT feature which efficiently groups visually similar features into one cluster. HKM is just an approximate method of K-means. It is usually used for speeding up the large-scale vocabulary tree construction. Take Domain A vocabulary tree as an example, with the branch factor K and tree depth L, HKM splits all feature vector in FA into K clusters firstly and then splits data in the same cluster recursively. After L iterations, we can obtain a K -branch and L-level vocabulary tree. The total number of cluster centers is
In the vocabulary tree T A , each leaf node (that is cluster center) can be labeled by an integer of 0 ∼ K L −1. Similarity, we use Domain B feature collection to build the vocabulary tree T B with the branch factor K and depth L. Its leaf nodes VOLUME 5, 2017 will also be marked with a number like Domain A leaf nodes.
The two vocabulary trees can be regarded as the dictionaries in Domain A and Domain B. The tree leaf nodes are the visual words in dictionary. Through this vocabulary tree, features can be represented and quantized in their own field.
2) INDEX FILE CREATION
After building vocabulary trees, how do we establish the relationship between Domain A and Domain B is the most important part of the visual vocabulary translator. To address this problem, we create a cross-domain database which plays a key role in the relationship construction. Therefore, in this part, we introduce this database in detail firstly and then describe how our approach build the relationship with this database. At last, we provide the usage method of this visual vocabulary translator. Cross-domain database contains many pairs of registered images. The form of image pairs is shown in Fig. 3 . As we can see, there are a Domain A image and a Domain B image in one image pair. And the two images are properly registered. That is to say, each pixel of them is corresponding one-by-one. Equally, the feature in this image pair is also corresponding. So with this one-by-one match, we can use a feature in one visual domain to find the relative feature in another domain even if they describe an object in different ways. This relationship just likes the correspondence between English and Chinese. Though there a world of difference between two languages, we can still know which English word corresponds to this Chinese word with an English-Chinese translation dictionary. So on the basis of cross-domain image database, we build a visual vocabulary translator to translate feature and this translator can be seen as the bridge between Domain A and Domain B.
Suppose there are Z pairs of cross-domain image, we denote cross-domain image database as DC = {CA 1 , CB 1 , . . . , CA i , CB i , . . . , CA Z , CB Z }, where CA i and CB i are Domain A image and Domain B image in ith image pair. Take the ith pair {CA i , CB i } as an example(shown in Fig. 3 ), we first extract SIFT feature from cross-domain image pair which is used in the section above. In this process, we only detect and record feature point position POS = Pos 1 , Pos 2 , . . . , Pos T i in CA i where T i is the number of keypoints. And then, we extract Domain A features around these positions as FCAi = f CA 1 , . . . , f CA Ti . Meanwhile, the Domain B feature FCBi = f CB 1 , . . . , f CB Ti in CB i is extracted at the same position. In Fig. 3 , we can see that, feature from the same keypoint position is correspondence. The inherent relationship between Domain A and Domain B is going to hold in all of these corresponding feature pairs. Following the same procedure, the feature in each image pairs will be extracted. So cross-domain photo feature collection FCA and sketch feature collection FCB are generated. For these features, we label them by image number and feature number and the corresponding features are labeled by the same number. This structure is formulated as follows:
Our method aims to build a novel visual vocabulary translator for feature translation between two domains and then apply it on image matching. The data in FCA and FCB need to be stored as an index file in the vocabulary tree. The structure of the index file is shown in Fig. 4 . Compared with normal index file in vocabulary tree, the file in our work has two index numbers. One is image number, and the other is feature number. Each feature in FCA and FCB is mapped to a path of visual word from root to a leaf node in their own tree T A and T B . And we add its feature tag at the end of the index file which is attached to this leaf node.
After the above procedure, we finish building the visual vocabulary translator for Domain A and Domain B. Assume that there is a feature f A from Domain A, how to use it on finding the corresponding feature f B in Domain B. The method is shown in Fig. 5 . At first, we quantize this feature to a Domain A leaf node using hierarchical quantization and the index file attached to this leaf node will be obtained. We record the feature tags in this index file and these feature in FCA can be seen as the similar features with f A . Next, through the corresponding relationships between two domains' feature in visual vocabulary translator, we can find which index file in vocabulary tree T B has the same tag. The features with the same tag is corresponding. Finally, the Domain B features in these index files are the translated features f B from f A . The translation between Domain A and Domain B is not always one-to-one. In most cases, a feature in one domain will be translated into a few features in other domain. This situation is also exist in English-Chinese translation. A Chinese word usually be translated into several English words to meet different contextual demands.
B. CROSS-DOMAIN IMAGE MATCHING
We assume that the query image from Domain A and the matching database image from Domain B. The whole matching process can be divided into three phases (shown in Fig. 6 ): (1) Database image representation by leaf nodes in vocabulary tree T B , (2) Query feature extraction and translation based on a visual vocabulary translator, (3) Similarity scoring. In a sense, step (1) is the prepare phase because it implements on database image and step (2) (3) are real matching phase.
FIGURE 6.
Cross-domain image matching. We assume that query image q from Domain A and database image from Domain B. Firstly, through feature extraction and translation, the i th database image Di and query photo are represented as a vector which is a list of leaf node IDs. And in order to measure the similarity between V(Di) and V(q), we count the number of the same node they have (that is the red number in figure) .
During the whole process, the visual vocabulary translator is mainly responsible for matching performance.
1) DATABASE IMAGE REPRESENTATION
Let the matching database which contains L database images denoted as D = {D 1 , . . . , D i , . . . , D L }, Q is the query image from Domain A. To facilitate data matching, we aim to represent each image as V = {α 1 , . . . , α i , . . . , α X }, where α i is the leaf node ID in Domain B vocabulary tree and X is the vector dimension. Firstly, we leverage SIFT feature used on vocabulary tree building to extract local feature of database image. A database image is represented by a bag Nfi of local features as D i = f 1 , . . . , f Nfi . Each feature f i is traversed in Domain B vocabulary tree T B from root to a leaf to find the nearest node and we replace the local feature descriptor with the related leaf node ID. We use Euclidean distance to measure the similarity between f i and leaf node W i as follows:
When all features are processed, database image D i is expressed by a new vector V (D i ) as:
The representation approach is shown in Fig. 6 . All database images will be represented in this way.
2) FEATURE TRANSLATION AND SIMILARITY SCORING
In order to make the query Q and database images comparable, we also represent the query as a vector like V (D i ). Since the query and database images from different visual domain, we cannot represent query feature directly. The query feature should be translated to query visual domain and the visual vocabulary translator come in handy at this time.
For a query image, besides SIFT feature extraction, our approach first obtains its Domain A features. Using the same approach as database image, these features also can be replaced with Mq leaf node IDs in Domain A vocabulary tree T A as V (q) = β 1 , . . . , β i , . . . , β Mq , where β i is the leaf node ID in T A . Then, we introduce feature translation with visual vocabulary translator. From section A, we can know that, every leaf node has an attached index file. The index files can be gained based on the Domain A leaf node IDs computed above. According to these index files, we get a list of feature tags and we can translate these feature into Domain B with a visual vocabulary translator. The detail of translation process is described in the section above. Next, the Domain A leaf node IDs in V (q) will be replaced with the related Domain B node IDs. Thus, we finish the translation between two different domain features. As Fig. 5 shows, the query feature and database features tend to one-by-many relationship. Let Nq is the total number of related Domain B leaf nodes. The query vector is changed as:
Towards similarity measurement, we only need to count how many leaf nodes are same between query image vector V (q) and candidate vector V (D i ) because of the special vector construction. In this vector form, there is a list of leaf node IDs instead of feature and the number of same leaf node ID is the similarity score for each database image. In Fig. 6 , we can see the similarity measurement intuitively. The matching result is the highest scoring image in database.
IV. EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section, we evaluate the performance of our proposed method for cross-domain image matching. We first introduce our database and evaluation metrics adopted in this paper. And then we present the matching result on two kinds of matching tasks: photo-to-sketch matching and photo-to-painting matching. Finally, we discuss the impacts of parameters on our matching performance.
The common setting for all experiments is summarized here. All related images are resized to 640 × 480. And we extract 300 SIFT features from each image. The program is implemented in C++ and all results are based on an Intel(R) Core(TM) i7 PC (2.6 GHz CPU, 64 GB RAM).
A. DATABASE
As described in Section III, our approach needs three databases for visual vocabulary translator building. The most important image database in our approach is cross-domain image database. This directly affects the construction of visual translator and then impacts matching performance. VOLUME 5, 2017 However, public datasets cannot meet the requirement of accurate registration image pairs. So we build two crossdomain image databases for two cross-domain matching tasks(photo-to-sketch and photo-to-painting). Both databases contain 50 classes of building and each class consists of images in different scale, view, light condition, and so on. Our training database is a total of 80,000 images collected from Google using keywords and the storage cost is 3.6 GB.
Each training database consists of three sub-databases. DA and DB are the databases for vocabulary tree building which haVE 10,000 Domain A images and 10,000 Domain B images, respectively. And there are 10,000 image pairs in cross-domain image database. Some of them are shown in Fig. 7 . In photo-to-sketch matching, Domain A is photo and Domain B is sketch. The upper half of figure shows the photo-sketch pairs. The left column is photos in cross-domain image pair and the matching sketches are on the right. The rest of this figure is some example of photo-painting pairs. Photo is on the left and the painting which is corresponding to it is on the right. The pixels in each cross-domain pair are oneto-one correspondence. Towards to cross-domain matching, there are 500 query photographs and the matching database has 500 images. Our purpose is to search for a database sketch or painting which is precisely matched with the query photo.
B. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
The matching performance is evaluate by precision under rank n. We define the Precision (n) as:
Where Z is the total number of queries. If it is relevant to the ith query in rank n, then Rq (i) = 1, otherwise Rq (i) = 0. ''Relevant'' means the result exactly registered with query photograph.
C. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We evaluate the performance of our approach on two kinds of cross-domain image matching tasks: photo-to-sketch matching (Fig. 8) and photo-to-painting matching (Fig. 9 ). For convenience, we only display Top 5 matching results. Branch factor K and tree depth L in visual vocabulary translator are set to 10 and 6, respectively. And the choice of parameter K and L will discuss in the following section.
For photo-to-sketch cross-domain matching(shown in Fig. 8 ), most example queries can obtain the correct match at the first return. Moreover, through statistics, our approach achieves more than 80% accuracy at Top 1 result which is an encouraging result for cross-domain image matching. Besides, it is important to note that other returns which are not the correct matches are the similar images of query and most of them are sketches of query building in different visual angle. It fully illustrates that this approach has significant potential for cross-domain image retrieval.
For photo-to-painting cross-domain matching, the quantitative evaluation results are given in Fig. 9 . Due to its own characteristics, painting contains a lot of strong local gradients which are caused by brush strokes(even in the regions such as sky). And that will affect image matching. However, as shown in Fig. 9 , our system is robust to the influence of irrelevant factors and performs well on different query photos. Top 1 accuracy of photo-to-painting is nearly 80%. It also can be seen from this figure that the incorrect returns look a lot like the query. It indicates that our approach not only can find the correct match but also can provide some extra information about query building.
However, in the last lines of the two figure, there still a few queries which cannot get the right match at first. The reason is that we only use local feature(SIFT) to describe an image and it has limitations for some images which are similar in local. Though Top 1 result is incorrect, our system returns the right match in the following Top 2 or 3 result. That is acceptable in cross-domain image matching. Similarly, the first but not right returns in both figures are also similar to the correct match and it is useful for correct matching. Beyond that, more than 95% queries can find their correct sketch or painting in Top 5 results with our method.
After the analysis above, our system is robust and efficient on different kinds of cross-domain image matching tasks. In order to evaluate our approach performance further and comprehensively, we quantitatively study the relative effectiveness of different cross-domain matching tasks. Table 1 summaries the comparison results of Top K precision performance between photo-to-sketch and photo-topainting matching. On the whole, there is slight difference between photo-to-sketch and photo-to-painting matching and they both obtain great results. This indicates that our system is suitable for the image matching of various types of cross-domain image. To make that a little more concrete, the photo-to-painting accuracy is always a little lower than photo-to-sketch matching. This is mainly because that the background of painting is more complex which is irrelevant region for cross-domain image matching. And these regions may interfere with feature extraction. So naturally, the accuracy decreased.
In addition, the time efficiency of our approach is relatively high. Each matching cost approximately one second on the average. And it will not increase with the increase of image translator scale. Combine the advantages above, if we return the Top 5 results in matching system, the precision and speed of our approach can well meet user requirement. To sum up, the proposed approach shows good performance in both photo-to-sketch and photo-to-painting matching and breaks a new path for cross-domain image matching.
D. DISCUSSION
In this section, we discuss the parameter effect on the performance of our system. Due to the performance of different cross-domain matching tasks is not variable obviously, we take photo-to-sketch matching as an example to explore FIGURE 8. Matching results of our proposed approach on photo-to-sketch matching. The first column is the query photos followed by the Top 5 matching results. The similarity scores of these results decrease from left to right and sketches marked by red box indicate that they are the right matches. As shown, most of the queries can obtain the correct sketch at Top 1 result.
FIGURE 9.
Matching results of our proposed approach on photo-to-painting matching. The first column is the query photos followed by the Top 5 matching results. The similarity scores of these results decrease from left to right. In this figure, paintings in red box are the correct matches and most of the queries can obtain the right painting at Top 1 result. the parameter influence in detail. For the parameters in vocabulary tree, the branch factor K and tree depth L usually impact matching performance. Simultaneously, the visual vocabulary translator scale is also an important parameter for crossdomain matching.
1) PARAMETER K AND L IN VOCABULARY TREE
In vocabulary tree construction, branch factor K and tree depth L are the main factors influenced matching accuracy. The precision curves by varying the parameters are given in Fig. 10 .
We first evaluate the performance of vocabulary translator with 1000 sketch-photo cross-domain image pairs on left. The precision is larger with increasing the parameters K and L. But when L = 4 and K = 15, the performance reduced. Similarly, in Fig. 10(b) , the accuracy increases initially and diminishes subsequently with increasing the parameters. Most obviously, the precision of L = 6 and K = 13 outperforms the precision of the vocabulary translator with 6 depth and 15 branch factors. When branch factor K and tree depth L are small, the leaf node in vocabulary translator is few in number. That is to say, when feature total number is fixed, the index file attached to one leaf node contains more features. So a query feature will be translated into too many sketch features. That causes the matched features covered up by the excessive unrelated feature. So at the beginning, the precision curve rises as K and L increases. And then the performance is not good when the parameter is too large. The bigger K and L, the more leaf nodes in vocabulary translator, the fewer features one index file contains. Therefore, correct matches may be missed by the vocabulary translator and it results in a drop in the performance.
From Fig. 10 , we also can find that the best parameter of vocabulary translator with different number of image pairs is also different. That proves the analysis above. The larger scale the vocabulary translator is, the more leaf node the vocabulary tree should have. Through a lot of experimental explorations, the best performance is achieved when each index file contains approximately 5-10 features.
2) VISUAL VOCABULARY TRANSLATOR SCALE
For the scale of visual vocabulary translator, we provide the performance of cross-domain image pairs in the range of [1000, 10000] (shown in Fig. 11) , where vocabulary tree depth L and branch factor K are both the best parameters for each scale. From this figure, we find that when the number of cross-domain image pairs is increased, the performance is increased.
The reason is summarized as follows: when the scale of visual vocabulary translator is small, feature in translator is not enough. A query feature may have no satisfactory equivalent in translator and this will bring about inaccurate translation which leads to mismatch. In contrast, if the visual vocabulary translator is large, there are a number of features in the image translation dictionary. Therefore, we can translate a query feature quite precisely and performance of our system is naturally improved. This principle is the same truth in English-Chinese translation dictionary. A complete translator is the guarantee of accurate translation and a visual vocabulary translator with sufficient scale is also necessary for image matching.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper proposes a novel cross-domain image matching algorithm based on a visual vocabulary translator. To the best of our knowledge, our approach is the first to utilize a visual translator for image feature translation. Specifically, this translator consists of two parts: a pair of vocabulary trees and its attached index files. The vocabulary trees are the dictionaries in their respective fields and the index file is the link bridge between two visual domains. Through this visual vocabulary translator, feature in query domain can be translated into matching visual domain. Then we successfully apply this visual vocabulary translator to cross-domain image matching. In our algorithm, after feature extraction and translation with a visual translator, we measure the image similarity between the query and database images and the highest scoring image is the matching result. Extensive experimental results on photo-to-sketch and photo-to-painting confirm that this translator is effective and efficient for cross-domain image matching. In addition, our matching system achieves a satisfactory precision on different matching tasks.The visual vocabulary translator is a double directional translation dictionary. With the same translator, user can search for similar photos with a query sketch or painting. Furthermore, the current work shows great potential on various visual domains. In the future work, we will consider to extend our work to multiple fields and develop it to general. He has authored and coauthored over 100 papers. He also holds over ten patents in the field of pattern recognition and image processing. His current research interests include image matching and recognition, video content analysis and understanding. VOLUME 5, 2017 
